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Abstract
The possibility of searching for dark matter with quantum sensors has recently received
a lot of attention. In this short paper, we discuss the possibility of searching for
gravitational dark matter with quantum sensors and identify a very narrow window of
opportunity for future quantum sensors with improved sensitivity. Gravitational dark
matter candidates with masses in the range [10−3, 1] eV could lead to an effective time
variation of the proton mass that could be measured with, e.g., future atomic clocks.
1x.calmet@sussex.ac.uk
Understanding the nature of dark matter remains one of the most profound challenges
in modern physics. We know remarkably little about dark matter besides the fact that it
constitutes about 85% of the matter density in our universe. Furthermore, according to
sophisticate numerical simulations, it must be non-relativistic, or cold, to account for the
formation of galaxy. For a recent reviews, see e.g. [1] and [2]. For galaxies to form, dark
matter must be heavier than 10−22 eV [3].
Despite convincing astrophysical and cosmological observations that have accumulated
for decades confirming the existence of a non-luminous form of matter, the nature of dark
matter particles remains a complete mystery as one thing is clear, there is no viable dark
matter candidate within the standard model of particle physics. The mass range for dark
matter particles and the strength of their coupling constants to the particles of the standard
model remains widely model dependent and there are no known generic features.
While searches have essentially focussed on collider searches or experiments involving the
recoil of nuclei when being hit by a dark matter particle traveling through space, it has been
recently realized that quantum sensors could play an important role in the search for dark
matter candidates [4–13]. In particular atomic clocks could probe an interesting mass range
for very light dark matter.
In this paper, we will focus on particles that couple to the energy-momentum tensor of
the Standard Model which appear in all models on quantum gravity. We call this class of
dark matter candidates gravitational dark matter. This class of models is actually rather
broad, it incorporates dark matter candidates motivated by modified gravity see e.g. [14,15]
and quantum general gravity [16]. Extensions of general relativity and quantum gravity
have rather generically new scalar degrees of freedom that couple to the trace of the energy
momentum tensor of the standard model (see Appendix A):
S =
∫
d4x
[
1
2
∂µσ∂
µσ − m
2
σ
2
σ2 −
√
8πGN
3
σηµνT
µν
]
, (1)
where σ is a massive spin-0 field and T µν is the energy-momentum tensor of the standard
model. In the specific case of quantum general relativity, it was shown in [16] that this field
is viable dark matter candidates if its masses is in the interval [1× 10−12, 0.16] GeV.
We are interested in the couplings of σ to leptons, quarks, gluons and the photon. The
energy momentum tensor for the photon is given by
T µν = F µαF να −
1
4
ηµνFαβF
αβ (2)
and by
T µν = iψ¯γµ∂νψ − ηµνψ¯(iγα∂α −m)ψ (3)
1
for fermions. We see that the scalar field σ will not couple to the photon at tree level because
the energy momentum tensor is traceless. The same applied to the gluons. However, such a
coupling will be induced at one-loop [17]:√
8πGN
3
(
b2 + bY − F1(τW ) +
∑
f
NC,f
(
Qf
3
)2
F1/2(τf )
)
σ
α
8π
FαβF
αβ, (4)
where the sum runs over all fermions that couple to σ, α = 1/137 b2 = 19/6, bY = 41/6,
NC,f is equal to 3 for quarks and 1 for leptons and finally Qf is the QED-charge of the
fermion. The one-loop form factors F1(τW ) and F1/2(τf), where τW = 4m
2
W/m
2
σ (mW is the
mass of the W-bosons) and τf = 4m
2
f/m
2
σ (mf is the mass of the fermion in the loop) have
the following limit when mf or mW is much larger than mσ:
F1/2(∞)→ −4
3
(5)
and
FW (∞)→ 7. (6)
We can see that if σ is much lighter than all the fermions of the standard model and the
W -bosons, σ decouples from the electromagnetic field at 1-loop as well: 19/6 − 41/6− 7 −
(−4/3)(3× 3× (2/3)2 + 3× 3× (−1/3)2 + 3× (−1)2) = 0.
A coupling to the gluons will also be induced at one loop as well:√
8πGN
3
(
b3 − 1
2
∑
q
F1/2(τq)
)
σ
αS
8π
GaαβG
aαβ , (7)
where the sum runs over all quarks q which are coupling to σ, αS is the strong coupling
constant and b3 = 7 is the QCD β-function coefficient in the standard model. We see that
if all quarks are heavier than the σ field
(
b3 − 12
∑
q F1/2(∞)
)
→ 11.
We can thus consider the following effective Lagrangian
L = dγ
√
4πGN
4
σFαβF
αβ + dg
√
4πGN
4
σGaαβG
aαβ (8)
−de
√
4πGNσmee¯e− dq
√
4πGNσmq q¯q
to describe our generic gravitational dark matter particle σ to the photon, gluons, electrons
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and quarks. In our model, we have
de = dq = 4
√
2
3
≈ 3.3 (9)
dγ = 3
√
2
3
(
b2 + bY − F1(τW ) +
∑
f
NC,f
(
Qf
3
)2
F1/2(τf )
)
(10)
dg = 3
√
2
3
(
b3 − 1
2
∑
q
F1/2(τq)
)
. (11)
Although we started from a gravitational theory which has only one free parameter
namely Newton’s constant, we do not necessarily end up with a universal coupling of the
dark matter candidate to matter. There is thus a range of values for di that are not necessarily
equal to one despite starting from a gravitational interaction which is expected to be the
weakest force in nature. We see that for fifth force types of interactions, the coupling to
matter can be weaker than the gravitational interaction. However, we can also see that the
coupling to leptons and quarks are universal. The bound from the Eo¨t-Wash experiment
[18–20] thus applies to the mass of any dark matter candidate of gravitational origin that
couples to T which must be heavier than 1 × 10−3eV. We now discuss the possibility to
discover such dark matter candidates with quantum sensors such as atomic clocks.
If the scalar field is the main component of dark matter it is easy to estimate the number
of particles per reduced de Broglie volume. Given the local dark matter energy density
ρDM = 0.3 GeV/cm
3, one can show that if the scalar field is lighter than 1 eV then there is
a large number of particles per reduced de Broglie volume. This implies that the scalar field
behaves as a highly classical state and it can be approximated by a non-relativistic plane
wave
φ (t, ~x) = φ0 cos [mφ(t− ~v · ~x) + β] +O
(|~v|2) , (12)
where the amplitude is given by φ0 ≃
√
2ρDM/mφ. It is determined by the local dark matter
energy density. The oscillations of the scalar fields lead to an effective time dependence of
the fine-structure constant
α(t, ~x) = α
[
1 + dγ
√
4πGNφ(t, ~x)
]
(13)
and of the QCD coupling constant (and hence the QCD scale)
αS(t, ~x) = αS
[
1 + dg
√
4πGNφ(t, ~x)
]
. (14)
The same applies to the lepton masses and quark masses
me(t, ~x) = me
[
1 + de
√
4πGNφ(t, ~x)
]
, (15)
mq(t, ~x) = mq
[
1 + dq
√
4πGNφ(t, ~x)
]
. (16)
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As the scalar fields couple to the quarks and to the gluons as well, a similar effect would be
seen for the proton mass mp. It is essentially fixed by the the QCD scale and thus gluon
dynamics. The QCD scale depends on αS and is given by:
ΛQCD = µ
√
exp
(
4π
cGαS
)
, (17)
which varies in time if αS is time dependent, we find
ΛQCD(t, ~x) = ΛQCD
(
1− 2π
cGαS
dg
√
4πGNφ(t, ~x)
)
. (18)
The time dependence of the proton mass is thus given by
mp(t, ~x) = mp
(
1− 2π
cGαS
dg
√
4πGNφ(t, ~x)
)
, (19)
where cG = b3.
As we have seen the mass of the dark matter field needs to be below 1 eV to be classical
enough to generate the time variation effect that would be detedectable with quantum sensors
sensitive to a change in α, while the fields must have masses larger than 1×10−3 eV to avoid
bounds form the Eo¨t-Wash experiment. We thus find that their masses are within the interval
[10−3, 1] eV. which is a very narrow window. Furthermore, for such light dark matter fields,
fermions will decouple from the loop leading to interactions with photons and gluons. We
find dγ = 0 and dg = 11
√
6. In other words, extremely light scalar fields that couple to the
trace of the energy momentum tensor do not lead to a time variation of αQED, however they
will lead to a time variation of the fermion masses, QCD scale and hence of the proton mass.
However, using the sensitivity of optical or microwave clocks presented in [4], it is easy to see
that current quantum sensors cannot look for dark matter candidate of gravitational origin.
They would also be out of reach of future [9] atomic gravitational wave detectors. Here we
have focussed on scalar field dark matter, there are also spin-2 candidates in gravitational
theories, see e.g. [16, 21]. It is however easy to show that the same conclusion applies to
these higher spin bosons.
A similar class of models are string dilaton ones [22–25]. These model have a coupling
between the dilaton φ and the kinetic term of the photon:
√
GNφFµνF
µν with similar cou-
plings to the gluons and fermion masses. As there is no further suppression factor to make
these interactions weaker than gravity, the dilaton needs to be heavier than 10−3 eV and is
therefore essentially irrelevant for searches using quantum sensors.
We thus see that well motivated models for very light gravitational dark matter candi-
dates fail to be relevant for searches with currently available quantum sensors. However,
4
there is a narrow window [10−3, 1] eV could be probed in the future if quantum sensors, such
as e.g. atomic clocks, can improve their sensitivity.
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Appendix A
In this appendix we show that Eq. (1) follows from the mapping of the simplest possible
modified gravity action
Sgrav =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
M2PR + c1R
2 + LSM
]
, (20)
to the Einstein frame. There is thus no freedom in the choice of the interaction between the
scalar field and the energy momentum tensor of the standard model.
This is an example of a f(R) theory with f(R) = R + 2c1R
2/M2P . It is well known that
after a Legendre transformation followed by a conformal rescaling g˜µν = f
′(R)gµν , the f(R)
theory can be put in the form [28]
S =
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
(
1
2
M2P R˜−
1
2
g˜µν∂µσ∂νσ − V (φ)
)
+
∫
d4x
√
−g˜F−2(σ)LM(F−1(σ)g˜µν , ψM), (21)
where
σ ≡
√
3
2
MP logF, (22)
F (σ) ≡ f ′(R(σ)). (23)
Hence all the matter fields acquires a universal coupling to a new scalar field σ through the
factor F−1(σ). Gauge bosons are exceptions since their Lagrangians are invariant under the
metric rescaling, couplings can be generated at the 1-loop level. Linearizing this equation,
we recover Eq.(1).
S =
∫
d4x
[
1
2
∂µσ∂
µσ − m
2
σ
2
σ2 −
√
8πGN
3
σηµνT
µν
]
. (24)
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